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Spettigue—Amy’s uncle and Kitty’s guardian. Trouble, along with much comedy, occur when the real aunt arrives.

The exciting end of the play reveals who ends up with whom, but you must see for yourself on either Friday, March 13 or on Saturday, March 14 at 8 p.m. in the auditorium. Here are some comments and background information about the characters in their own words and how they feel about this year’s spring play.

Brett Landon, plays the role of Jack Chesney: “Mr. Jack Chesney is the driving force behind the play. He is just an average guy with a little wit and charm. He is composed until he sees or thinks of Kitty Verdun, his driving force. Come see the play—it will be a great show!”

David Samuelson, plays the role of Brassett, the butler: “He’s formal, with the perfect figure, a quick return of actors and plan to do it again.”

Mike Koch, plays the role of Lord Fancourt Babberly: “He tries his best in deceiving the cast and the audience as Charley’s Aunt, trousers and all! The play is going great.”

Amy Goodrich, plays the role of Amy Spettigue: “I’m sweet, young and in love with Charlie. My uncle however can be a pain since I never can do anything without his permission! The play is coming along fine, but these British accents are hard to do!”

Jim McKean, plays the role of Charley Wykeham: “Charley is a silly, young guy who is madly in love with Amy Spettigue. He tends to be the straight man for Jack. It’s going to be the best play I’ve ever been in!”

Lynn Reed, plays the role of Kitty Verdun: “A sweet and intelligent young woman who tries her best to get around Mr. Spettigue, her guardian, so she can marry Jack.”

Janene Hale, plays the role of Donna Lucia D’Alvadorez: “She’s the real aunt! A rich widow from Brazil who stirs the mess up even worse—a part I feel I fit very well!”

Julie Sharp, plays the role of Ella Delahay: “The young, innocent niece of Donna Lucia, orphaned daughter of wealth (thanks to Lord Fancourt Babberly), and is in love with him also. You better see this play, it’ll be a real riot!”

Jim Merrill, plays the role of Colonel Sir Francis Chesney: “I play a retired colonel English gentleman. It is the type of role that I’ve always wanted to do. I really enjoy working with Kay and all the talented and returning actors and plan to do it again.”

Darren Douglas, is the play’s stage manager: “I feel that the script and the format of the play is very funny and really allows the cast to showcase their talent. The cast has really come around nicely and the play will be one of the most entertaining that DMACC has produced.”

Kay Mueller, is the play’s director: “The play is delightful. It has the element of a classic force—confused identities, mismatched lovers, fast pacing, hilarious wit. The talented cast is working hard to memorize lines, develop characters and build the set. I have no doubt they’ll do an excellent job. I encourage everyone to purchase tickets for the March 13-14 Boone Campus drama production and return to watch the play. We need more people to show their support for the various activities here at DMACC. It can all start here with this drama department.”

Jeff Craigmile, plays the role of Jack Chesney: “I play a retired colonel English gentleman. It is the type of role that I’ve always wanted to do. I really enjoy working with Kay and all the talented and returning actors and plan to do it again.”

Mike Koch reacts to the kiss from Amy Goodrich and Lynn Reed in this year’s production of “Charley’s Aunt.”
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**Drama Dept. presents “Charley’s Aunt,” March 13-14**

By AMY GOODRICH

Staff Writer

Boone DMACC’s spring play is off and running full speed ahead with nothing in its way—except for maybe some smart alecky oneliners, but no play would be complete without those! This year’s production is titled “Charley’s Aunt” and the characters of this play are not only witty Britts, but are also quite unique.

The play consists of Jack Chesney and Charley Wykeham who are currently undergraduates at St. Olde’s College, Oxford. These two charming men meet and fall madly in love with Kitty Verdun and Amy Spettigue who are never allowed to go anywhere without the consent of their over-protective Uncle Spettigue.

Somehow, the girls get away for an afternoon when they received an invitation from the two gents asking them to a luncheon—in order to meet Charley’s wealthy aunt from Brazil (“where the nuts come from”).

The exciting end of the play reveals who ends up with whom, but you must see for yourself on either Friday, March 13 or on Saturday, March 14 at 8 p.m. in the auditorium. Here are some comments and background information about the characters in their own words and how they feel about this year’s spring play.

Brett Landon, plays the role of Jack Chesney: “Mr. Jack Chesney is the driving force behind the play. He is just an average guy with a little wit and charm. He is composed until he sees or thinks of Kitty Verdun, his driving force. Come see the play—it will be a great show!”

David Samuelson, plays the role of Brassett, the butler: “He’s formal, with the perfect figure, a quick return of actors and plan to do it again.”

Mike Koch, plays the role of Lord Fancourt Babberly: “He tries his best in deceiving the cast and the audience as Charley’s Aunt, trousers and all! The play is going great.”

Amy Goodrich, plays the role of Amy Spettigue: “I’m sweet, young and in love with Charlie. My uncle however can be a pain since I never can do anything without his permission! The play is coming along fine, but these British accents are hard to do!”

Jim McKean, plays the role of Charley Wykeham: “Charley is a silly, young guy who is madly in love with Amy Spettigue. He tends to be the straight man for Jack. It’s going to be the best play I’ve ever been in!”

Lynn Reed, plays the role of Kitty Verdun: “A sweet and intelligent young woman who tries her best to get around Mr. Spettigue, her guardian, so she can marry Jack.”

Janene Hale, plays the role of Donna Lucia D’Alvadorez: “She’s the real aunt! A rich widow from Brazil who stirs the mess up even worse—a part I feel I fit very well!”

Julie Sharp, plays the role of Ella Delahay: “The young, innocent niece of Donna Lucia, orphaned daughter of wealth (thanks to Lord Fancourt Babberly), and is in love with him also. You better see this play, it’ll be a real riot!”

Jim Merrill, plays the role of Colonel Sir Francis Chesney: “I play a retired colonel English gentleman. It is the type of role that I’ve always wanted to do. I really enjoy working with Kay and all the talented and returning actors and plan to do it again.”

Darren Douglas, is the play’s stage manager: “I feel that the script and the format of the play is very funny and really allows the cast to showcase their talent. The cast has really come around nicely and the play will be one of the most entertaining that DMACC has produced.”

Kay Mueller, is the play’s director: “The play is delightful. It has the element of a classic force—confused identities, mismatched lovers, fast pacing, hilarious wit. The talented cast is working hard to memorize lines, develop characters and build the set. I have no doubt they’ll do an excellent job. I encourage everyone to purchase tickets for the March 13-14 Boone Campus drama production and return to watch the play. We need more people to show their support for the various activities here at DMACC. It can all start here with this drama department.”

Jeff Craigmile, plays the role of Jack Chesney: “I play a retired colonel English gentleman. It is the type of role that I’ve always wanted to do. I really enjoy working with Kay and all the talented and returning actors and plan to do it again.”

Mike Koch reacts to the kiss from Amy Goodrich and Lynn Reed in this year’s production of “Charley’s Aunt.”

**Mike Koch (center) as Lord Fancourt Babberly, tries to leave the room as Brett Landon (left) as Jack Chesney and Jim McKean as Charley Wykeham detain him during a scene from Charley’s Aunt. Students may purchase tickets for the March 13-14 Boone Campus drama production in advance at a table near The Student Center.**

—Photo by Jim Merrill
As for fellow younger students, Tognazzini says, "A lot resent them...they want to get away from a parent figure and then there's a parent sitting next to them in class. But, we've also seen the opposite. Often there's a great camaraderie there."

That is why many schools are offering more counseling for students as well as employers who are willing to work around a student schedule. Here at DMACC-Boone Campus we are fortunate to have Maggie Stone, Room 128. She is head of the Displaced Homemakers Center and Rezoomers Club, for returning adult students. She is available three days a week (usually Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday) to help with questions as best she can.

Boone Campus student Dee Love said, "I was scared and terrified because I didn't know what to expect. There were some older students but not very many."

Jim Merrill, Boone Campus sophomore, said, "I was pretty excited actually. I just didn't have the money to do it before. I feel you are never too old to get an education. You remember that piece of paper to get a door opened into the job. That piece of paper makes a great key to get into the job market."

If you would like to read more about this subject you can read a book, "Going Back to Go Forward: The Adult's Guide to College. It will be available nationally in February.

If you are interested in getting more information about the National Association of Returning Students (NARS) call: NARS at (503) 381-3731.

**College President: There are no limits to older students' potential**

(CPS) — In 1964, Rita Bornstein started performing one of the most challenging juggling acts of the 1990s—a working woman raising two children while attending college as a non-traditional student. Today, almost three decades later, Bornstein's work is college. The 55-year-old president of Rollins College in Winter Park, Fla., now finds herself in the position of dealing frequently with the needs of a growing student population with which she can readily empathize—older students.

Although she had her first child at the age of 20, Bornstein says she never gave up the idea of returning to school to earn a college degree. "I always felt very strongly about it," she says.

At the age of 28, "I started taking courses slowly, basically juggled that with my children."

Bornstein earned her bachelor’s and master’s degrees from Florida Atlantic University in English literature. Then she taught and worked as an administrator in the Miami school system for three years.

She later returned to the University of Miami and graduated with her Ph.D. in educational leadership at the age of 39.

"My children tell stories of remembering that Mom was always working on a paper or a project," she says, "They grew up with it."

At the University of Miami, Bornstein began building an impressive resume that included a five-year fund-raising campaign that secured $517.5 million for the school.

In reflecting on her own educational difficulties, Bornstein offers this advice to young women: "Don't get married first. Develop yourself as a person first. If you can't, she says, "then do what you can to get the education because it's a life-transforming experience."
My Land, Your Land
By JIM MERRILL
Staff Writer

I would like to show our fellow students where they have chosen to go to school. I am referring to this area. Welcome to Central Iowa, a land unspoiled by contaminants of big city factors and pollutants. An area that has an abundance of rich farmland and jam-packed with history. This land has remained virtually unchanged for centuries.

I feel that the main attraction of our area is the wildlife that inhabits this wonderfully beautiful countryside, and when I say wildlife I’m not speaking of our student body. I'm speaking of the deer, fox, raccoon and the wide variety of birds in this area. These animals are spectacular to see and hear. They give us a sense of our surroundings, but they need our help in the way of preserving the natural environment in this area. These creatures offer us so much, yet ask very little in return, other than respect of their natural habitats and lives.

Please think of them, better yet, of yourself when throwing away something such as a beverage can in the ditch or in a lake, pond or river. They need us and we need them.

Seeking a change?

Has something got you really upset? The way to start the wheels of change in motion is right in front of you. Write a letter to The Bear Facts editor. Just drop your signed letter in the Bear Facts mailbox in the office. Please indicate your major area of study along with your name.

Mike Waterbury decides to use the lounge chairs that were added to the smoking lounge. Come on Mike, that's not the way we use the furniture. —Photo by Jim Merrill

You’re invited to the movies!

The movies are shown on Wednesday evenings beginning at 7:15 in Room 209, according to Jan LaVille, instructor.

Here is a listing of the scheduled movies, which all pertain to social issues this semester:

March 11—Witness.
March 15—Rain Man.
April 1—Raisin in the Sun.
April 8—M.
April 15—Do the Right Thing.
April 22—Steel Magnolias.

Boone Campus students are invited to view the movies being shown as part of the Humanities 133 America in the Movies class, free of charge.

Linda Thede, Boone Campus student, left, gets advice from Maggie Stone, director of the Displaced Homemakers Center (Room 128) and the Rezoomers Club.

—Photo by Duanna Vinchattle

Scholarship News

Here is a listing of some scholarships for which Boone Campus students may qualify.

Morris Scholarship
The Morris Scholarship Fund provides assistance for minority Iowans desiring to pursue the study of law, journalism, communications and education. The deadline is Wednesday, April 1, 1992.

Register Scholarship Program
The Des Moines Register Minority Scholarship Program funds scholarships for minority journalism students. The deadline is Wednesday, April 1, 1992.

American Legion Foundation Grant
Information concerning the American Legion of Iowa Foundation Grant is available. The deadline for these applications is April 15, 1992. For additional information on any of these scholarships, see Chris Carney in the Boone Campus Financial Aid Office.

Nelson Urban Scholarship
The Nelson Urban Scholarship Fund is available to any African American, Iowa resident enrolled in a full-time or part-time program (undergraduate or graduate) involving significant contact with "at risk" minority students, grades K-12.

This Fund provides annual tuition grants ranging from $2,500 to $5,000 to qualified applicants. The deadline for applications is Friday, March 20, 1992.

PHONE TUTOR!
1-800-362-2127
432-7203
(as for Boone Campus Learning Center)
M-Th 5-8 p.m.
Help in:
High school chemistry, finite math, algebra, basic math, basic english.
Karin Van Meter joins Boone Campus staff

By Karol J. Hicks
Contributing Writer

There is a new face on Boone Campus this semester, and it belongs to Karin Van Meter, who has taken Bill Ryan's place in the science department.

This semester she is to be found teaching: Biology 154, anatomy and physiology; Biology 145, Biology I; Biology 133, health science anatomy; Biology 134, health science physiology. And, if that didn't keep her busy enough, she is also teaching Biology 131 (Health Science Anatomy) at DMACC's Ankeny campus this semester.

Van Meter's credentials are significant to those who meet her, but they seem to be a minor part of who she really is. Much of her work has been published in scientific journals, and electron microscopy studies done in conjunction with her husband, Brian, on the brain and spinal cord are ongoing.

Van Meter is originally from Austria, where her parents and brother still reside. A vacation there this summer is planned for the family so that her children, Andrew, 7, and Christine, 11, can get to know their relatives.

Interesting Facts:
Favorite food—Pizza.
Favorite pas times—swimming and gardening.
Favorite color—blue.
Favorite high school subject—biology.
Pet peeve—students chewing tobacco in class.

When asked about her dream vacation, Van Meter replied: "My ideal vacation would be three weeks on the beaches of North Carolina with my and anthropology or amusement parks. I read the trashiest novels I can find, and listen to the ocean all day long."

With two children in the Ames public schools, a husband on staff at ISU, two cats and a pond full of fish, Van Meter leads a full life.

She retains a warm sense of humor, which helps her students relate to her. Her enthusiasm for her subject shows in her teaching. A student in her Biology I class, when asked to comment, replied, "It's a fun class to be in, you have a different way of approaching the topic, but I really enjoy the class, and I feel like I'm learning a lot. I especially enjoy the labs."

Van Meter received her Ph.D. from Paris-Lodron University in Salzburg, Austria. She previously worked as an associate professor of microbiology and pharmacology in the College of Veterinary Medicine at ISU, Ames. She has also been involved in teaching and research at the University of Maryland.

Van Meter can be found in room 127 when not in class, or students can leave a message for her in the main office.

---

Art Appreciation Class visits Brunner

By Jim McKean
Staff Writer

The Boone Campus Art Appreciation class visited The Brunner Gallery Friday, Feb. 14. The class went to see an exhibit of "shoe box" art. The only requirement for the artist in creating a piece for this show is that it had to fit into a shoe box. This lack of a unifying theme gave the exhibit a variety of shapes and sculptures they did produce. There was everything for minimalism to ultra-realism in this show.

Heather Smith, student, said, "The show was really neat, we got to see so many different types of art. Some of the pieces were like nothing I had ever seen before."

Krya Wilcox-Conley, instructor, pointed out the trip was "not only to let the students see some actual art instead of slides, but also to give them a chance to see a show that they might not have gone to by themselves."

In addition to the "shoe box art" there was a show of "Art on Campus." This show featured some of the art that is currently on the campus of Iowa State University. The students were to write a critique of one piece of art that struck them as interesting in either of the shows.

---

Bear Facts staff learns WordPerfect

The DMACC-Boone Campus Bear Facts staff learned to use the WordPerfect 5.1 software in Room 219, Wednesday, Feb. 19. Cheryl Lingelbach and Duanna Vinchall, sophomore staffers, led the group by explaining how to format disks, enter the program, typeset stories and then print on the laser printer.

Other software options such as spell-check, using various fonts and letter sizes, and style were explained.

It is hoped that The Bear Facts will soon be able to typeset all of the work that is printed in the newspaper. Currently, the stories are sent downtown to the Boone News-Republican to be typeset as considerable cost to the Bear Facts account.

Bear Facts reporters are anxious for a desktop publishing program to be placed on the network, which gives them the options to typeset stories, headlines and advertisements ready to be pasted up on layout pages and printed.

---

German scholars visit

By Chad Elsberry
Staff Writer

As part of the continuing German year activities, the Boone Campus will be hosting two German scholars Thursday, March 12.

The official hosts for the visitors are Bruce Kelly, history and political science instructor; Kristy Phillips, executive dean; and Jim Bittner, Chair, Communications and Humanities.

Scholar Joachim Reppman, director of the German Union Organization in Schleswig-Holstein has conducted extensive research on German Immigration in eastern Iowa. While Gerald Stolz, a Chief Staff Officer for the State Chancellery of Schleswig-Holstein, has comprehensive lecture and publishing experience in several of the country's disciplines and is an expert in German-Danish history, law and government.

Both scholars will participate in a total of 35 different Iowa public appearances during a five-week program. In addition, they will be featured in a special TelePrompTer interactive program involving adult continuing education public audience.
Rotaract
By DEE LOVE
Staff Writer
The Rotaract Club made Valentine cards for the Veteran’s Hospital in Des Moines on February 6, according to Duanna Vinchattle, president. The members paid a visit to the Boone River Valley Care Facility to visit with the residents, play games and share a snack on February 13. Rotaract cleaned up the Elks Lodge after the Homecoming Dance. The group also sponsored a campus cleanup the week of March 1. At its Feb. 26 meeting, the group discussed planting flowers around the DMACC sign.
In the near future, Rotaract will be selling daffodils by telephone for the American Cancer Society.

NSU collects pop tabs
By CHERRY LINGELBACH
Staff Writer
Nursing Students United (NSU) is a group of nursing students who do campus and community projects. They are currently collecting pop tabs in the Student Center to help the families of ill children in Iowa that stay at the Ronald McDonald House in Des Moines, Iowa.
In the fall, the group has a lunch for new students coming in for the year. At Christmas time, they adopt a family and in the spring they sell daffodils.
They are taking orders for daffodils now and delivery of them will be March 25. See Connie Booth or any nursing student for more information.
They also have a pinning ceremony in the spring. As graduates, the nurses become members of Iowa Organization for Associate Degree Nurse (IOADN).

Experience Iowa State Day
By AMY GOODRICH
Staff Writer
On Tuesday, February 25, several Boone DMACC students attended ISU for what was called “Experience Iowa State Transfer Day.” It was a day set aside for those who were planning to attend ISU this fall, but needed extra information about how to go about transferring their college credits.

Orientation Dates for ISU!!
By AMY GOODRICH
Staff Writer
If you plan on attending Iowa State University this fall, orientation dates for the different colleges are as follows:
College of Agriculture: April 10, 13 (This also includes Vet Med)
College of Business: April 10, 13, 17
College of Design: April 10, 17, 24
College of Education: April 17, 20
College of Engineering: April 10, 13, 17
College of Family & Consumer Sciences: April 10, 13, 17
College of Liberal Arts & Sciences: April 10, 13, 17
If you are unable to attend these dates, there are other orientation dates available in June. Please contact the office of admissions at Iowa State University for further information.

PBL has an eventful semester
By CHERRY LINGELBACH
Staff Writer
PBL has been busy. The week of February 10-15 was PBL Week, which coincided with Homecoming for the Boone Bears basketball teams. PBL started the week off with a hats and shades day, which was followed by Teddy Bear Tuesday; Professional Day Wednesday; Inside-out Thursday and Blue and White Friday.
On Saturday, February 15, the PBL members and the Alumni PBL sponsored a chili supper for students, faculty and parents of students. Considering the weather, they had a good turnout.
Now PBL is looking forward to several members going to State Leadership Conference on March 6-7, at Iowa Wesleyan College in Mount Pleasant.
They will be joining over 200 business students from throughout Iowa in competition for the chance to represent Iowa at the National Leadership Conference in Chicago, Ill. in July.
There will be chapter, team, and individual competitive events held at this Leadership Conference. Competitive chapter events include: Local Chapter Annual Business Report, Community Service Project, American Enterprise Project Partnership with Business Project, and the Lloyd V. Douglas Chapter of the Year.

Members from our local Chapter will be competing in the following events:
Accounting I: Steve Yohe, Kathy Funkke, Misty Stock.
Accounting II: Lorri Beatty, Wendy Jordison.
Administrative Assistant Typist: Linda Tiede, Amy Schultz.
Business Communications: Duanna Vinchattle.
Job Interview: Linda Tiede.
Management: Wendy Jordison.
Payroll Accounting: Misty Stock, Wendy Jordison.
Salesmanship Presentation: Cheryl Lingelbach.
Good luck to each participant in their events!
In April PBL has the Secretaries Breakfast as well as the Graduation Luncheon to look forward to.

GODFATHER’S COUPON
LUNCH BUFFET -- $3.19
(MON.-FRID.) 11:30 A.M.-1:30 P.M.
TUESDAY NIGHT -- $3.39
BUFFET 5:30 P.M.-7:30 P.M.
SUNDAY LUNCH BUFFET -- $3.39
11:30 A.M.-1:30 P.M.

BOONE CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
Hours: Monday Thru Friday 8 to 12:30 and 1 to 4:30
* Textbooks * Backpacks * Art Supplies
* Computer Disks * Gift Items * DMACC Clothing
Come in and Register For A Free Gift!
Coupon books are good through February, March and April
Blood Drive proves successful

In the busy and hectic environment it seems we all live in today, it is truly an aweinspiring phenomenon to see how many generous people respond to the call for help.

Several weeks ago, The Blood Center of Central Iowa issued a plea to the students and faculty of DMACC to host a winter blood drive because supplies were becoming low. Many are unaware of the precarious situation this creates for area hospitals. The Blood Center supplies blood to hospitals where it is used for surgeries requiring blood during the procedure, not to mention the myriad of accident victims that need blood immediately.

If no blood is available for them, what would happen, because they answered our appeal and helped through our shortage. Our sincere thanks go out to these people.

We extend a special thank you to chairpersons Joe Carswell, Angie Smother, and Jennifer Silberhorn for organizing this event.

All totaled 87 people presented at the blood drive and we collected 63 pints of blood. 34 individuals donated for their first time.

However, all the planning and hard work alone could not have made the blood drive successful. It was the combined efforts of members of the Student Action Board, and the faculty and students of DMACC that made it happen. You took the time to give something of yourself to someone else, and we think that says a lot about the attitude of generosity that flourishes on the DMACC campus and across the state as well.

Our deepest expression of appreciation goes to all of you, but along with our thank you is mingled the thanks of the many people whose lives you may have saved through your blood donation.

Pet picks

By JIM MERRILL  
Staff Writer

The cat is a misunderstood pet. This misunderstood yet elegant animal is probably the most independent creature of all domesticated pets. They are timid when vicious, or lovable and content, then annoying and intolerable.

Throughout time the cat has remained self-possessed and independent, virtually unchanged. Though the cat tolerates man and enjoys the comfort of a good home, the innate behavior patterns of its ancestors are barely concealed beneath its domesticated appearance. There are a lot of cat haters or ailurophobics that torture or kill these beautiful animals whenever they get a chance.

The cat can be a great companion as well as a therapeutic friend. Many cats have aided in the recovery of severely injured people. They have become the child some people could never have.

There are more of these wonderful creatures waiting to be adopted then any other pet at local humane societies. Please give these creatures a chance at life, and in return they’ll give life and happiness back!

The Bear Facts staff for spring semester 1992 is, Carie Berning, Amy Goodrich, Jim McKean, and clockwise from back, Dee Love, Duanna Vinchattle, Jeff Craigmille. Not pictured: Jim Merrill, Cheryl Lingelbach, Chad Elsberry, Darren Douglas.

Having three cats myself, I feel that these individuals hate them because they are personable and uncontrollable, much like themselves.
Bush proposes the shaft for college students

By JIM McKEAN
Staff Writer
and
College Press Service
WASHINGTON—President Bush has unveiled a budget proposing major restructuring of federal student aid that would increase the maximum Pell Grant but finance it in part by removing 400,000 students from the program.

The president’s fiscal 1993 Education Department budget would boost Pell Grant funding by $1.2 billion and increase the maximum grant from $2,400 to $3,700 a year for the neediest students. But the president would pay for the increase by reducing the number of Pell Grants and slashing other financial aid programs.

Bush’s budget would provide no new funds for either Perkins Loans or State Student Incentive Grants and would cut college work-study funds by $160 million, forcing colleges and universities to increase their contributions to the program. Currently, the government provides 70 percent of work-study salaries; the proposed budget would cut that amount to 50 percent.

“President Bush’s fiscal year 1993 budget confirms for the fourth consecutive year that he is no ‘education president,’” said Taji Shah, head of the United States Student Association, a lobbying group in Washington.

“With 30 states in budget crises and record-high tuition increases, these proposals would slash financial aid and force many students out of postsecondary education.”

Shah criticized the White House for restricting access to Pell Grants during a recession.

“With 30 states in budget crises and record-high tuition increases, these proposals would slash financial aid and force many students out of postsecondary education,” she said.

In presenting the budget Jan. 29, Education Secretary Lamar Alexander said the plan reflected unprecedented federal support for education. Even with the restructuring, he said, the budget proposes a 17 percent increase in student aid. “The president’s budget priority is education,” Alexander said.

Of the $2 billion in new money for student aid, about $1.1 billion would come through higher subsidies for Guaranteed Student Loan programs.

The Education Department said it expects a 50 percent increase in loan volume this year, and the department also would raise the loan limits on several GSL programs.

The administration also proposes to broaden eligibility for Pell Grants and GSLs to include any student who performs well in high school and has ability should have the opportunity to get a college education. If we want to compete as a country, it is important that we don’t allow students economic circumstances to dictate whether they will go to college or not.”

The Senate passed its own financial aid package on Friday, February 21. According to the Des Moines Register, Senator Edward Kennedy’s (D-Mass.) proposal was passed 93 to 1 with only Jesse Helms (R-N.C.) nay saying. Helms cited the program’s estimated cost ($18 billion in 1993) and the national debt as reasons for his no vote.

Kennedy referred to the bill as “a home run for middle-income families.” The bill proposes a raising of the family income ceiling to $42,000 and eliminate inclusion of home farm equity in consideration for Pell Grants. The bill would also gradually increase the amount of the grants for $2,400 to $4,800 in 1997. The bill next goes to the House for consideration.

How does all this political maneuvering in Washington affect the average student?

The way that the proposal is written, the raised dollar amount given by the government will be paid for by reducing the amounts of grants given. Just who is the student that will no longer be able to get grants for higher education?

You guessed it, the middle class student. This plan will hit the student whose parents make enough to have a good standard of living, but not enough to pay for much of their child’s postsecondary education.

Of course, the student could take out Guaranteed Student Loans but those have to be paid back. When a student knows that he will be lucky to make $10,000 in the first year out of college, a $40,000 (plus interest) tuition bill makes even the most brave person quail. So students start looking for the cheapest school instead of the one with the best programs in their fields.

The President’s proposed tax break for student loan interest is a good idea, but how long will it be before someone realizes that $45 billion is a large amount of money that is no longer going into the government coffers?”

Mike Koch said, “The plan really sucks.”

Chad Elsberry on the other hand said, “Any student who has performed well in high school and has ability should have the opportunity to get a college education. If we want to compete as a country, it is important that we don’t allow students economic circumstances to dictate whether they will go to college or not.”

The Senate passed its own financial aid package on Friday, February 21. According to the Des Moines Register, Senator Edward Kennedy’s (D-Mass.) proposal was passed 93 to 1 with only Jesse Helms (R-N.C.) nay saying. Helms cited the program’s estimated cost ($18 billion in 1993) and the national debt as reasons for his no vote.

Kennedy referred to the bill as “a home run for middle-income families.” The bill proposes a raising of the family income ceiling to $42,000 and eliminate inclusion of home farm equity in consideration for Pell Grants. The bill would also gradually increase the amount of the grants for $2,400 to $4,800 in 1997. The bill next goes to the House for consideration.
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HOMECOMING

Seated from the left: Reggie Martin, Jessie Ziebart and Chad Stalzer.
Standing: Valerie Camp, Sonya Hanna, Queen Karla Lilly, King Roman Kula, Tori Wilhide and Michelle Nelson.

Dana and Tom at the Homecoming Dance—finally a chance to sit down!

Aggie Strother, Michelle Kruse and Susie Blanchan smiling pretty for the camera.

Dana with two of his friends at Homecoming.

Jessie gives Roman a good luck kiss as Chad looks on.

Roman is preparing for Homecoming: Who was the lucky lady?
'92 AT BOONE CAMPUS

Teresa Riker and Tom Sadnve seem to be enjoying themselves!

Carla Lilly being crowned Homecoming Queen by Joe Carswell.

Michelle Nelson and Steve Penburthy dance the night away.

Nikole Duffelmeter, Karla Swanson and Tori Wilhite were three of the cuties at the dance.

Smile Reggie, it'll be OK!

Girls, is this a new version of the line dance?

Did you lose something Therese?

Photos by
DUANNA VINCHATILE AND JIM MERRILL
Sports

Coach's Corner

By JIM MERRILL  Staff Writer

Well, it's that time again. The basketball season is upon us and the Bears are looking real good.

Coach John Smith's season goals include qualifying for Nationals.

"Some players, such as Tim Jensen, are looking a lot better this season," he added.

Smith has coached the Bears for 19 years and has winning seasons. He led the Bears to a national championship in 1982 and hopes for another title this year. The Bears will see action during spring break playing Missouri and Kansas teams, there.

When various team members were asked for any additional comments, they pretty much said the same thing: "We're going to kick some

So watch out, cause here come the Bears!!

Sports trivia

By JIM MERRILL  Staff Writer

Runners on first and second, no outs. Batter hits the ball to short and the runner going to third put his hand down to distract the shortstop. The runner never touched the ball. The shortstop fields it cleanly, throws to second for the force and the relay gets the batter at first. Should the runner who intentionally tried to interfere be allowed to stay at third? (Gary Zucca, San Diego, Ca.)

Last Month's Answer

He is awarded two bases beyond his original base, the one he left to score. So he would get third base. But if the ball went out of play before he retreated second he's history if an appeal in made first base. Although he would have to retreat first while the ball was dead before proceeding to third, he already had touched the base beyond the one left to him so he's out of luck if the other team knows the rules.

Bears end season, 0-26

By JIM MERRILL  Sports Writer

The Bears tried to get out of the cage this season, but unfortunately it looks like they will have to wait till next season.

Here are the scores from the last five home games:

Feb. 2—Boone 85, Clinton 114.
Feb. 5—Boone 58, N.I.C.C. 99.
Feb. 15—Boone (Homecoming) 58, Waldorf 72.
Feb. 19—Boone 72, I.W.C.C. 83.
Feb. 22—Boone 76, I.W.C.C. 81.

"We’ve improved by the way we’ve played the best teams," team members said.

The team, led by Coach Dunham, never gave up and tried to rally back at every home game.

Even though the Bears didn’t capitalize on any of the game winning chances, they did have a lot of good marks come out of the season.

REGGIE MARTIN scored 31 points against the top division II team in the nation. He also scored an average 24 points per game the five home games. He scored a season high 37 points against Waldorf at Homecoming. He is also currently ranked #1 in Division II Junior College Basketball in scoring.

JASON KUNERT scored an average of 11 points in the last five home games. He is currently ranked #5 in Junior College II Basketball in rebounding.

RICH WEBB scored an average of 11 points the last five home games. He had an excellent game with #1 Clinton scoring 18 points. Rich is currently ranked #6 in Junior College Division II basketball in free-throw accuracy (AP).

The other team members also showed strong contributions.

DANA SCOTT scored 28 combined points and established good defense.

LARRY MOHR scored 44 combined points and established himself as the "outside man" with the most accurate 3-point shot.

BRAD VINCENT scored a combined 27 points and displayed good rebounding ability.

The Bears final season record was a disappointing 0-26.

Other combined scores are:

JAMES HIENTZ, 28 and BRENT KRUG, 7 in the last five home games.

Fan support!!!

By JIM MERRILL  Sports Writer

I have covered many sporting events, especially basketball, being a member of the Bear Facts sport's staff.

I feel that if you can't support the individuals, sports event, the team, you can at least support the school!

I have also seen that our school fan support is terrible. I feel that if you can't support the individuals, sports event, the team, you can at least support the school!!

No matter what the event may be, you should get out and support something, or maybe even get involved.

Sometimes a performance is enhanced by an enthusiastic show of support from the student body. So come out and support the spring play "Charlie's Aunt," the baseball team, the intramurals and SAB or other campus clubs.

PLEASE SHOW YOUR SUPPORT!!

The Bears are looking real good.
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Congratulations

Reggie Martin!

By JEFF CRAIGMILE  Staff Writer

Rising like a phoenix from the flames of a failed season, Reggie Martin has managed to get rated at the top of the AP polls. It is good to see an athlete break the stereotype of "Redshoes." Martin!

He scored his season high of 37 points during the homecoming game against Waldorf College. Reggie is currently ranked at the top in the junior college (AP) polls. Congratulations Reggie!!

All-Star game was all Magic

By JIM MERRILL  Sports Writer

West 153-East 113

The NBA All-Star game is one that will go down in sports history. Many say the West won because of a stronger bench. I feel that it was because of Erving "Magic" Johnson. He was tremendous in his game even though he claimed he was not in "game shape."

He won the game's MVP and it was well deserved. Magic scored 25 points and nine excellent assists. His passes were outstanding. Magic also brought a feeling to the game.

I feel that the best part of the game came in the last two minutes of the second half. The memorable moment was when Isaiha Thomas and Michael Jordan, two of the game's best each challenged Magic one-on-one while the others moved off. And I felt great when Magic ended the game with a long range three-pointer.

A lot should be given to Mr. Hardaway for allowing Magic to start in his place.

Way to go Magic! We are looking forward to your Olympic appearance, and I hope you get your gold.
SPORTS

Bears
Taking
it to
the hoop!

Karla Lilly out dribbled everyone
against Faith Bible College.
—Photo by Jim Merrill

Lady Bears
end Year

By JIM MERRILL
Sports Writer
The Lady Bears went 3 for 5 their
last five home outings. They have a
— record for the season.
Coach Criner stated, "This is one
of the best groups I've worked with.
They work hard and they play hard."
Combined scoring in the last five
home games goes as follows:
Karla Lilly 55 points and is a good
university candidate.
Wanda Ware 40+ points and was a
force to be reckoned with in
rebounding.
Jennifer Kellen 63+ points and
displayed an excellent inside game.
Dana Wernimont 85+ points, lead-
ing the team in scoring.
Valerie Camp 32+ points and
appeared to be consistent, both on
offense and defense.
Heather Smith 19+ points and
showed good offense against Faith
Bible College with 14 points.
Other Lady Bears scorers, Sonya
Hanna 15+, Cindy Friday 4+; J.J.
Silterthom 2+ and Jane Crouse 3+.
I particularly appreciate the way
these ladies conduct themselves on
and off the court.

It's a Tie!
Well, this reporter had a tough
choice for Lady Bears Player of the
Month between Dana Wernimont
who scored a combined 85 points in
the last five home games, and Jennif-
er Kellen who scored 63 combined
points.
These two Lady Bears, with beau-
ty and poise on and off the court,
were too much for this sports reporter
to decide.
So I give both of them this title
equally.

Intramurals

Whiffleball (Open)
Sign-up Deadline: 3/13
Play Date: 3/15 - 6 p.m.

Singles Tennis (Open)
Sign-up Deadline: 4/13
Play Date: 4/14 - 4 p.m.

Putt Putt Golf (Open)
Sign-up Deadline: 4/16
Play Date: 4/17 - 3 p.m.

Sand Volleyball (Open)
Sign-up Deadline: 4/17
Play Date: 4/20 - 1 p.m.

Great Canoe Race (Open)
Sign-up Deadline: 4/29
Play Date: 4/30 - 2 p.m.

Intramural info

Whiffleball - March 15, 6 p.m.
Everybody's favorite! Forty five
minute time limit or twenty run rule.
Singles Tennis - April 14, 4 p.m.
Rally point scoring, first to 10 games
wins match.
Putt Putt Golf - April 14, 3 p.m.
Played at local course, snacks, $1
entry fee.

Sand Volleyball - April 17, 3 p.m.
Beach volleyball, 4 person teams.
Games to 15, two games of three
wins the match.
Great Canoe Race - April 20, 1
p.m. 1-3 to bottom of Ledges State
Park, picnic and games, $5 per canoe
entry fee.
Golf - April 30, 2 p.m. Played on
local course, $2 entry fee.

Sonya Hanna makes the right shot at homecoming.
—Photo by Lori Burkhead

Players of the Month

Dana Wernimont and Jennifer Kellen share equally the title of Player of
the Month for the Boone DMACC Lady Bears.
—Photo by Lori Burkhead

Coach Smitty shows off his first-old skills on an injured backboard
during our last home game!
—Photo by Jim Merrill

SPORTSLINE
Promotional Wear,
Sports Wear, Jackets,
Sweats, T-Shirts, Caps

Mike Loneragan
SportsLine Dealer

806 7th St.
Boone, IA 50036
(515) 432-9629
What separates athletes from other students? Why do athletes’ behavior or misbehavior seem to be viewed as worse than that of other students? Simply put, athletes are representatives of their teams, departments and schools. Their actions reflect on themselves, their teams and their schools.

Things like grades, alcohol, bills and unpaid bills have come to Johnson’s attention. Unfortunately, the athletic department has no funds available for the payment of these bills.

“Students first, athletes second,” Johnson said. Although when asked what most athletes will tell you that they are here to play ball. Junior colleges can serve as a launching pad for bigger schools, but as best as one might think. This makes the education received here twice the impotent.

A final sentiment from Johnson, “We are not babysitters.” The idea being that coaches can’t do everything to see that students on their teams stay out of trouble. A coach’s shoulder can be good to cry on when things are down, but a lot of problems are out of their jurisdiction. The coaches can help by getting affordable student housing. However, student athletes need to be responsible for their actions on and off the field of play. Cross as best as they can give their prescience lectures on alcohol, bills, the opposite sex and general behavior and reinforce those policies as problems arise. It is up to players to make the correct value judgments. Those judgments are reflected in the season’s record and further in individual performance.

Attention advertisers!

Do you want to reach a large number of prospective students or boycotters in Boone, Ogden, Madrid, Jefferson, Ames and who knows-where?

Support the Bear Facts! We have the best advertising rates available in Boone.

Call 432-7203 or stop by Room 210.

Got a complaint?

Do you want something about Boone Campus should know? It’s easy, just submit a letter to the Editor to the Bear Facts mailbox. Please sign it and indicate your major area of study.

To whom it does concern

Tyson Trial

By DARREN DOUGLAS
Staff Writer

Why not an American Indian week?

By JIM MERRILL
Staff Writer

A painting by Troy Denton of an American Indian hunting the great plains buffalo.

By JIM MERRILL
Staff Writer

Got a complaint?

Do you want something about Boone Campus should know? It’s easy, just submit a letter to the Editor to the Bear Facts mailbox. Please sign it and indicate your major area of study.

got a special meeting of the Board of Directors was held January 8, 1992 for the purpose of holding a public hearing on the above and all other new jobs training certificates (Multi-Project Xv). The meeting was called to order at 4 p.m., by the President, Robert S. Cleveland, Members present: Harold Belken, David Dirks, Everson Hodges, and Guests. Approval was made by L. Courter, seconded by D. Shull. Motion passed unanimously.

By JIM MERRILL
Staff Writer

I promised myself to be humble when I chose to write this article, however I find myself confused at every step of the way. What I am speaking of is probably quite simple to solve with some student and administrative cooperation.

Since I have attended DMACC, starting in the fall of 1989, I have yet to see an “American Indian Week.” I have seen Japanese, Italian, German, Indonesians and Black History Weeks, but no Native American or American Indian Week.
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Southpaw scholarships available at Juniata College

HUNTINGTON, Pa. (CPS)—Left-handers can scoop up scholarship money at Juniata College, a small liberal arts college in Huntington, Pa.

The “Frederick and Mary F. Beckley Scholarship Fund for Left-Handed Students” has been in existence since Mrs. Beckley’s death in 1978, when she left $20,000 to fund the scholarship.

Mr. and Mrs. Beckley met on the tennis courts at Juniata College in 1919. Paired because they were both lefties, they fell in love and were soon married. Only one student currently receives money from the fund.

Athlete continued to play despite rape allegations

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (CPS)—A Florida Board of Regents inquiry has revealed that a star basketball player continued to play for the University of South Florida although it was alleged that he had harassed, battered or raped six women.

The report charged that top university administrators knew of the charges and withheld information to allow Marvin Taylor to continue to play basketball.

Dan Walbolt, a vice president and supervisor of the school’s athletic program, resigned under pressure Jan. 31 after the report’s charge that he intervened in the case to get charges dropped against Taylor.

The controversy centers on a case of sexual battery alleged to have occurred on Oct. 29, 1989. The female student reported the incident immediately, and later the same day, another female student charged that Taylor knocked her to the ground and kicked her in the stomach.

Taylor was then suspended for several weeks. The first victim reported later that Taylor’s fellow team players harassed her so much that she dropped the rape charges. The chancellor’s report indicates that she reported the harassment to the university and was ignored.

“She clearly needed someone on her side who would stay with her, so she got cold feet,” Riordan said. “The university appeared to be delighted that she withdrew her complaint.”

Most of the other women who made allegations against Taylor have withdrawn their allegations. One young woman was so intimidated that she withdrew from school.

According to the report, Taylor played basketball in three games between Nov. 21 and Dec. 4, 1989, while on suspension.

Taylor remained on campus until he was suspended for violating an athlete’s curfew. The report notes that Taylor was “removed from the basketball team, and the university, a few weeks before his athletic eligibility expired.”

In one battery case, a coach served as Taylor’s adviser and a high-level athlete had been the case worker.

Medical schools provide extra AIDS insurance

NEW HAVEN, Conn. (CPS)—Several of the nation’s leading medical schools are buying extra insurance to cover students exposed to the deadly AIDS virus.

In 1991, Yale University became the first medical school to provide medical students with disability insurance protecting them against the risk of AIDS and other health hazards they may face.

“Medical schools are providing extra insurance to cover students exposed to the deadly AIDS virus,” said Robert Jones, assistant vice president of the American Medical Colleges.

New York University, Washington University in St. Louis and the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor are among schools that are insuring their medical students or plan to provide coverage soon.

“The controversy centers on a case of sexual battery alleged to have occurred on Oct. 29, 1989. The female student reported the incident immediately, and later the same day, another female student charged that Taylor knocked her to the ground and kicked her in the stomach.

Taylor was then suspended for several weeks. The first victim reported later that Taylor’s fellow team players harassed her so much that she dropped the rape charges. The chancellor’s report indicates that she reported the harassment to the university and was ignored.

“She clearly needed someone on her side who would stay with her, so she got cold feet,” Riordan said. “The university appeared to be delighted that she withdrew her complaint.”

Most of the other women who made allegations against Taylor have withdrawn their allegations. One young woman was so intimidated that she withdrew from school.

According to the report, Taylor played basketball in three games between Nov. 21 and Dec. 4, 1989, while on suspension.

Taylor remained on campus until he was suspended for violating an athlete’s curfew. The report notes that Taylor was “removed from the basketball team, and the university, a few weeks before his athletic eligibility expired.”

In one battery case, a coach served as Taylor’s adviser and a high-level athlete had been the case worker.
What about CDs?

By DARREN DOUGLAS

Staff Writer

In this day of modern technology, music advances at a rapid pace. One type of product that we buy, one such example is the compact disc. Compact discs are rapidly becoming the hottest new item in the entertainment industry, and quickly overtaking cassette tapes in sales. The only drawback is that the compact disc can cost much more than a regular cassette tape. This basically means that you have to be more selective when purchasing CDs.

There are a couple tips to help

the avid music fan cut down on the ever-mounting bills. First of all, try to like only one kind of music. I know that is hard to do, but it would sure help. Compact discs are not available to everyone, especially the student. The connected to their CD collection and don’t know what to buy, I have some suggestions (my personal prefer-

dences). I don’t like to buy just any CD, I like to buy CDs that are "greatest hits." For instance, CDs of classic rock like AC/DC, Journey, or Def Leppard are just a few to name. Many people say this is the album that started getting heavy metal radio play.

Garth Brooks - No Fences. Country

record producer, I think.
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And away they go

By AMY GOODRICH

Staff Writer

The DMACC staff and students have been anxiously awaiting the Spring Break to arrive, and now that it is near, here is what some people are up to:

Teresa Ford: A weekend away -

Aaron Campbell: Go skiing in Colorado.

Molly Mohleb: Nothing but rest!

Krissey Feldman: Going to Indiana to be with my family.

We aren’t going anywhere since we went to Las Vegas over Christmas.

Bill Shilds: Ski around and decorate the trees.

Larry Hughes: Either take a trip to Florida or refresh the woodwork in the house.

Jenno Silverbourn: Visit a friend in Florida and clean my house.

Sandie Krause: Going to Lake Collection. Whether you love her or hate her, Top 40’s Goddess deserves to be in any collection. Her music has helped shape a generation, and her voice in this album is an asset to any collection.

Meat Loaf - Bat Out of Hell. Going back a few years for this one, it’s one of the all-time classics. A blend of love songs and good, old-fashion rock and roll, this is one of the best.

Chicago IX - Chicago Greatest Hits ’82 ’89. These two greatest hits albums from one of the oldest and best bands around both deserve to be acclaimed. The first one is from ’79 when they were heavy into rock, however with the ’80s their style changed to love songs and ballads as in the second album.

Boyz II Men - CooleyHighlander. His new group has a style all their own, with a combination of rise to the top, and harmony. The first part of the CD is a collection of songs that included the new “Uh Ah” while the second half is more hip hop including their “Motownphilly” and “Fly By Night” are included.

These are just 10 CDs that I think will help get your CD collection started. But there are some others of particular kinds of music.

Alternative: R.E.M. - Out of Time;

Guns N’ Roses - Appetite for Destruction.

Country: Hank Williams Jr. - Greatest Hits Vol. 1; Travis Trit - It’s About to Change.

Heavy Metal: Ozzy Osbourne - No More Tears; Motley Crue - Decade of Decadence.


Rock: U2 - Achtung Baby; Duran Duran - Decade.

Havasu City, Az. to visit a sick sister.

Ken Crider: Spending the weekend on the beach in North Carolina.

Greg Oppedahl: Work.

Pramilla Chahal: Going to California.

Tari Jones: Going skiing in Colorado or go to South Padre if they clean up the mess from the flood in Havasu City. Taking a cruise to the Caribbean with Dave.

Jen DeBono: Have fun no matter what.

Doris Wickman: I have to work Monday through Wednesday, but then I get to go to Chicago to visit my son.

Sandi Johnson: Going on the DMACC trip and work.

Jill Burkart: Working at a different job over Spring Break.
COMMENTARY

POINT-COUNTERPOINT

Make no excuses for him, Tyson found guilty

By CHAD ELSBERRY
Staff Writer

On March 26th Mike Tyson will be sentenced for his recent rape conviction. Tyson was also found guilty on two other counts involving deviant sexual behavior.

The Tyson trial has stirred up a lot of controversy. Some feel Tyson was found guilty because of the William Smith and Clarence Thomas incidents. They believe Tyson was a kind of third strike.

Unfortunately, the people who keep trying to make excuses for Tyson forget one thing. He was tried in a court of law, and he was found guilty.

One of the interesting aspects of this case is it falls into the category of "Date Rape." Thus, many have pointed accusing fingers at the young woman because she was in Tyson's room at two o'clock in the morning. To my knowledge, it is not illegal to believe Tyson was a kind of third strike.

In the meantime, the next step in the process is sentencing. Mike Tyson should face the same standards as other individuals who've been convicted of rape. However, the system should not use him as an example.

One thing which bothers me about this case is the issue of how boxing will be hurt by Tyson's apparent departure. Donald Trump has even suggested Tyson be forced to pay money or fight to raise money instead of serving time. Trump qualified his statement by saying any agreement would have to meet the approval of the victim. I wonder if Trump is really interested in the greater good, or is he interested in the greater profit for himself? Besides, the future of boxing should be of the least concern in this situation.

On March 26th many of these issues will be settled in an Indiana Hoosier courtroom. Unlike boxing, there appears there will be no winners at the end of this fight. In one corner stands a man trying to keep his life from falling into pieces, and in the other corner a young woman will try to put the pieces of her life back together.

Tyson's the Real Victim

By Darren Douglas
Staff Writer

Earlier this month, one of the premier athletes in the world had not only his career cut short, but also his character defamed and his life for the most part is now in shambles. Mike Tyson was found guilty of all three charges of sexual misconduct and now faces a possible 60 years in jail.

His accuser is an 18-year-old Miss Black America contestant who had only met Tyson earlier the night of the incident. Now I think over the years, the most 18-year-olds are not naive enough to disagree. While Tyson is in jail, it appears the jury simply didn't find Tyson's story to be credible.

I don't know all of the facts involved in the trial, but I wasn't on the jury. The people who were jurors examined the evidence allowed under the law, and their decision is what must be abided by.

Of course, Mike Tyson has the right to appeal and he will. Before people who do not have all the facts cast judgement, the system must be given a chance to work. There have been numerous reports about witnesses who were not allowed to testify, and those things will be taken into consideration when Tyson's appeal is carried out.
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Movie reviews
By JEFF CRAIGMILE
Staff Writer

!!! - Excellent beyond words
!! - Worth seeing twice
!! - Average, very average
! - Wait for video tape
0 - Don't waste money on it.

This month we look at three films with a lot of human interest. Each in its own way manages to say a lot about who we are and why we do what we do. In a lot of these instances, the audience will not walk away looking for meaning, but if they pay attention, it will become apparent.

The Hand That Rocks The Cradle

Not a lot can be said about this riveting movie without revealing the end for those who haven't seen it. Those who have seen it know that it entails a lot of sudden scares and intense plot lines. If you see this, it is a good idea to take a date, one is bound to end up in the other's lap before it is over.

The plot revolves around a woman who seeks to revoke the current matriarch's reign as mother over her family. She is excellent as Peyton, the nanny. Aside from the nanny and Claire, the mother, there really isn't much of a cast. Sondheim, the mentally handicapped fixed it person is relevant along with the kids. A side from the aforementioned, the plot of the characters in this movie are pawns for Peyton's schemes. This film has a lot of innocence wine being ruthlessly manipulated by the conniving Peyton.

It is constantly amazing to watch Peyton's plans unfold. It is also amazing watching Claire getting all tortured nearly to death. I happen to love a happy ending, and this movie succeeds beyond words.

The glory of this movie is in the statements it makes. There are a number of which stand out, starting with Garth's numerous struggles with the world says a lot about growing up. I especially thought the scene with the gun was well done. His self-confidence never quite builds up far enough to go for "dream girl." Second, Wayne's monologue about independence. Wayne is also the epitome of high school kid gone bad. The many statements he makes reflect so much on the way the movie industry, big business and American teens are.

Lastly, among the numerous scenes that have meaning, the scene with rock star Alice Cooper stands out. Instead of this big nasty metal head party after the concert, Wayne and Garth find themselves getting a history lecture from Alice. This really is serious stuff, but when Wayne and Garth dropping to their knees crying "we're not worthy." is a scene in this film that isn't broken away from seriously by a joke of some kind.

The saving grace of this movie is obvious throughout. Look for symbolism in the ants, the notebook of sketches, the nature of the road, the native conceptions and several statements about big business and modern civilization.

The breaking of the fourth wall

This movie is mostly symbolism, because the plot is really tacky. As stated by the film's stars in numerous interviews, it is a lot about the way he addresses the camera. Carney brings so much to this character that have been linked to animal fat and meat, FARM says. In addition, raising animals for food wastes topsoil, ground water and valuable grain, the point continues.

Meatout is sponsored by the Farm Animal Movement. According to FARM, the purpose of the event is to alert people to "factoring farming" practices and encourage "a less violent, more wholesome diet."